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Introduction : Why ?
● Physical Goals : 
- understand thermodynamics of complex 

system
- measure mass distribution inside 
- see differents phases/ interfaces dynamics
- get a 2D/3D image of the internal volume 

of a structure

● Technical progress :  increase the images’ 
precision

→ tool : 2D/3D imaging with 

muography 
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Introduction : How ? (1) 

3Muon Detector Volcano

Shower of muons 
(from CORSIKA 
documentation)

Measurement Simulationmuon tra
jectories

● Absorption Muography is based on the difference between an input flux (supposedly known) and a 

measured output flux, to estimate density.



Introduction : How ? (2)

● Tomography reconstitutes an image of density 
contrasts thanks to the differential absorption of 

the flux of penetrating particles : muons 

(Muography).

● Non invasive imaging, 2D/3D reconstitution of a 

large object, permanent monitoring, autonomous 

operation: scintillators + IP2I optoelectronic chain

● The tomography has been tested in volcanology, 

civil engineering, archeology, control in an 

industrial environment. 4

Opacity figure as a function of 
zenith and azimuth angles (2D)

DIAPHANE detector on La 
Soufrière.
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● Challenge : Estimate a precise input flux during long-periods (with weather fluctuations)

and quantify the geodesics effects (atmosphere conditions, geomagnetic field) 

to correct the measured flux.

Issues



Reminder: Muons
● Muons are created at 10-15 km altitude from 

the decays of pions and kaons, which in turn 

are the results of interaction of cosmic rays 
(p, He, C, O ...) with Earth’s atmosphere. 

● They are abundant at sea level :                      1 

muon/cm2/min

● They are very energetic particles able to cross 

hundreds of meters of rocks. 

● They lose energy while crossing the matter : 

density dependent. 6

An artist rendering shows particles entering the atmosphere where 
they spark air showers that can spread for miles. Image by NASA.



 Approach/Plan  
We needed to develop and validate a configurable muon flux simulation tool which analyzes the impact of atmospheric 
variability on muographic estimates, and to provide means of taking into account of these effects, where it will be essential.

1. Developments 
○ Build a tool able to simulate muon fluxes according to atmosphere density structure 
○ Tool setting up : Balance between computational time & precisions requirement

2. Testing/Cross-validation: Simulations Vs Others sources 
○ Intercomparison with famous standard semi-analytic models (Simulations Vs Gaisser/Shukla)
○ Intercomparison with long-term data records + Meteorologic data (Simulations Vs Laboratory survey) 
○ Intercomparison with data acquired specifically in Point-Of-Interest (Field survey, in progress) 

3. Study the muon production processes in the atmosphere 
○ Numerical study on several Atmospheric profiles    
○ Numerical study on places with different geomagnetic field  
○ Observe Gain/Loss of Muon-flux in Zenith, Energy bins, in conjunctions with opacity ?
○ Identify major physics processes at stake in muon production ?
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Developments : 
Simulation of 

muon flux

Cosmic ray shower from 
CORSIKA



 

1. Developments 
○ Build a tool able to simulate muon fluxes according to atmosphere density structure  
○ Tool setting up : Balance between computational time & precisions requirement 

2. Testing/Cross-validation: Simulations Vs Others sources (90%)
○ Intercomparison with famous standard semi-analytic models (Simulations Vs Gaisser/Shukla)
○ Intercomparison with long-term data records + Meteorologic data (Simulations Vs Laboratory survey) 
○ Intercomparison with data acquired specifically in Point-Of-Interest (Field survey, in progress) 

3. Study the muon production processes in the atmosphere (in progress) 
○ Numerical study on several Atmospheric profiles    
○ Numerical study on places with different geomagnetic field  
○ Observe Gain/Loss of Muon-flux in Zenith, Energy bins, in conjunctions with opacity ?
○ Identify major physics processes at stake in muon production ?
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 Muon flux models
○ Empirical and semi-analytical models| Pros: fast computations | Cons: Empiricaly adjusted, Lat/lon/Altitude approximated.

○ Shukla

○ Gaisser

○ Tang

○ Guan 

○ Honda     

○ MCeq : hybrid Analytic (diffusion equations) 

○ Numerical models | Pros: give access to all processes | Cons: require hours of simulations

○ Cry: simulation of particle interactions in the atmosphere. Limited to specifics altitudes

○ CORSIKA: simulation of particle interactions in the atmosphere. 

Highly customizable, in every aspects. 
10

difference of several 
orders of magnitude

Differential fluxes computed with differents muon flux 
models  as function of muon energy



Simulation of muon flux with CORSIKA (1)
 
● What is it? It is a MC program for 

detailed simulation of extensive air 
showers.

● Why do we use it? Because it allows 
us to compute the muon flux, taking 
into account:
○ altitude, latitude et longitude of 

observation
○ Earth’s magnetic field
○ atmosphere’s density profile
○ etc. 11

Shower of atmospheric muons in the XZ plane, 
simulated with CORSIKA



Simulation of muon flux with CORSIKA (2)
 

- An important input :  Atmosphere composition (automatic or controlled) =density 
in function of  altitude from ERA5 data.

→ I build the atmosphere with “era5-tool", by calculating the density 
parameters of each atmosphere layer ( they are 5), for a given location.

ERA5 is the latest climate reanalysis produced by the ECMWF (European Centre for 
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts), providing hourly data on many atmospheric, land 
surface and sea state parameters as well as uncertainty estimates. This reanalysis 
combines large amounts of observations with estimates made from advanced modeling 
and data assimilation systems.
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Methodology (short version)
1) We simulate H arriving at the top of the atmosphere (~113 km.a.s.l).
2) We compute a histogram by counting the number of muons that reach the 

observation level and binning them according to their energy and zenithal 
angle.

3) We use this histogram and the superposition model (Spurio, 2015) to 
account for other primaries particles besides H (we account from H to Fe 
without simulating them).

4) We apply a normalization to obtain the differential muon flux at the 
observation level.

Superposition model: “[...] a nucleus with atomic mass number A and energy E is 
equivalent to A individual single nucleons, each having an energy E/A [...].”
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 Output results from CORSIKA
Differential Flux for several muon zenithal angles 
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- more small zenith angle 
muons at low energy and 
the opposite at high energy

information important for
- calibration : low energy 
- tomography : high energy

Differential muon flux as function 
of muon energy for different muon 
zenithal angle with 
inter/extra-polation.



 Output results from CORSIKA
Integrated Muon Flux I(E,θ)  and Integrated Flux through a geophysical body   → I(𝜚,θ)

usable in tomography 
programs 15

Integrated CORSIKA flux as function of opacity for 
different muon zenithal angles.

Integrated muon flux as function of muon zenithal angle



Cross validation: 
Simulation Vs Others 

sources 



 

1. Developments (99%)
○ Build a tool able to simulate muon fluxes according to atmosphere density structure  (100%)
○ Tool setting up : Balance between computational time & precisions requirement (98%)

2. Testing/Cross-validation: Simulations Vs Others sources 
○ Intercomparison with famous standard semi-analytic models (Simulations Vs Gaisser/Shukla)
○ Intercomparison with long-term data records + Meteorologic data (Simulations Vs Laboratory survey) 
○ Intercomparison with data acquired specifically in Point-Of-Interest (Field survey, in progress) 

3. Study the muon production processes in the atmosphere (in progress) 
○ Numerical study on several Atmospheric profiles    
○ Numerical study on places with different geomagnetic field  
○ Observe Gain/Loss of Muon-flux in Zenith, Energy bins, in conjunctions with opacity ?
○ Identify major physics processes at stake in muon production ?
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 Validation: About the uncertainties 
same input → different output Differential flux at sea level (+++ high energy)
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variability at high energy 
: we need a mean flux

Differential fluxes of differents 
runs with same input parameters 
as function of muon energy

CORSIKA = core based on 
random seeds

Energy range constrained 
by computational time



Example of Validation (1) : Comparison Corsika/models
Corsika and several analytical muons flux models
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- 

 Why not analytical models ? 

- not extrapolated for all 

zenithal angles 

- don’t take into account 

atmosphere parameters

- too much variability at 

small and high energies.

Differential fluxes computed with 
Corsika and differents analytical 
models as function of muon 
energy
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Example of validation (2) : Comparison CORSIKA / data 
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Theoretical flux simulated using 
CORSIKA and flux built with 

real data recorded by a muon 
telescope at IP2I as function of 

muon zenithal angle, for 
several inclinations of the 

detector.

  Fits don’t match at high zenithal angles
but the best is CORSIKA (constrained to 

the data)

detector inclinations 
(from zenith)

with Integrated CORSIKA flux, data flux corrected by acceptance and their different fits. 
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Study the muon 
production processes in 

atmosphere  



 

1. Developments (99%)
○ Build a tool able to simulate muon fluxes according to atmosphere density structure  
○ Tool setting up : Balance between computational time & precisions requirement

2. Testing/Cross-validation: Simulations Vs Others sources
○ Intercomparison with famous standard semi-analytic models (Simulations Vs Gaisser/Shukla)
○ Intercomparison with long-term data records + Meteorologic data (Simulations Vs Laboratory survey) 
○ Intercomparison with data acquired specifically in Point-Of-Interest (Field survey, in progress) 

3. Study the muon production processes in the atmosphere
○ Numerical study on several Atmospheric profiles    
○ Numerical study on places with different geomagnetic field  
○ Observe Gain/Loss of Muon-flux in Zenith, Energy bins, in conjunctions with opacity ?
○ Identify major physics processes at stake in muon production ?
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An increase in temperature in the stratosphere causes a decrease in density. The latter having the 

consequence of reducing the probability of pions and kaons of interacting with particles of the 

atmosphere. More mesons will decay to produce more energetic muons.

T (X) : temperature measured as a function of 
atmospheric depth

W (X) : relative part of muon production for an 
atmospheric depth.

 Atmosphere parameters influence on measured 
muon flux : temperature
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Influence of atmospheric pressure on measured flux

see Tramontini et al. (2019) and Jourde et al. (2016)

→ P° increase = muon flux decrease

Relative muon flux (measured) as function of pressure 
variation with P0 the average pressure + linear fit..
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Influence of pressure and effective temperature 
together on measured muon flux

 only "long" term 
effects observed

Relative muon flux + linear regression with effective temperature and pressure combined (top), 
relative effective temperature (middle), pressure variation (bottom) as function of time.

→ T° increase, muon flux 

decrease + smaller effect than P
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Numerical results : altitude effect (with CORSIKA)

Muon Zenithal Angle 

 ~ 2.15

 more muons 
flux at 5000 m, 
especially for 
low E muons

Ratio of Integrated Fluxes 
on several energy ranges: 
1-10 GeV 10-100 GeV 
100-1000 GeV 
1000-10000 GeV and the 
total range
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- B higher close 
to the pole

- not regular on 
the latitude
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Muon Zenithal Angle 

 ~ 0.95

Numerical results : geomagnetic field effect 
(with CORSIKA)

more low energy and 
small θ muons when 

B is high

Ratio of Integrated Fluxes on 
several energy ranges: 
1-10 GeV 10-100 GeV 
100-1000 GeV 1000-10000 
GeV and the total range.
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Numerical results : atmospheric state effect 

Muon Zenithal Angle 

 ~ 1.11

more low energy  
muons in Lyon 
(France) than in 
Guadeloupe

more high energy  
muons in Guadeloupe 
than in Lyon (= T°    )

atmospheres 
were built with 
ERA5-tool

Ratio of 
Integrated Fluxes 
on several energy 
ranges: 
1-10 GeV 10-100 
GeV 100-1000 
GeV 1000-10000 
GeV and the total 
range.



Methodological approach : preliminary conclusions

- Corsika flux ready to be used :

- configurable muon flux simulation tool : altitude, latitude, longitude, champ magnétique ….

- validation with real data flux and analytical models. 

- Geomagnetic field effect appears to be less important than atmosphere 
effect on muon flux.

- Pressure and effective temperature influence the amplitude of the flux 
measured by telescopes →  improve flux accuracy by correcting it for these 
effects
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Thank you for your 
attention!

… and to the 
organizers

detector at IP2I, Lyon (France)


